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Because global temperatures and CO2 are rising…

Source: Climate.gov
https://www.climate.gov/sites/default/files/BAMS_SOTC_2019_co2_paleo_1000px.jpg

Source: Climate.gov
https://www.climate.gov/news-features/understanding-climate/climate-change-global-temperature
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Source: University of Washington Polar Science Center
http://psc.apl.uw.edu/research/projects/arctic-sea-ice-volume-anomaly/
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…which threatens human health…

E-waste recycling in China

Access to water in Pakistan

2005 UN Climate Refugee Map
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…destroys biodiversity…
Living Planet Index shows a 68% decline in animal populations from 1970-2016 globally

Source: World Wildlife Fund 2020 Living Planet Report
https://f.hubspotusercontent20.net/hubfs/4783129/LPR/PDFs/ENGLISH-FULL.pdf
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…and creates economic and investment risks
Billion-dollar climate events are
increasingly common

Heightened economic risks ahead
Regulation:

Liability:

Climate settlement next?
Supply chain disruption:

Source: climate.gov | NOAA
https://www.climate.gov/news-features/blogs/beyond-data/2020-us-billion-dollar-weather-and-climate-disasters-historical
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COVID has merely accelerated trends
Consumption habits

Living spaces and mobility

Source: The Conference Board
https://www.conference-board.org/blog/global-economy/coronavirus-consumer-spending

PPE!
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Environmental investing landscape
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Landscape
Practices

Summary

Projects

Solutions

Invest in companies with best-in-class
environmental policies; advocate for
others to follow in their shoes

Infrastructure required to reduce
environmental footprint such as solar
arrays and hi-tech recycling facilities

Invest in companies developing
products and services that solve
environmental challenges

Public equity
Private equity
Real assets
Fixed income/debt

Public equity
Private equity
Real assets
Fixed income/debt

Public equity
Private equity
Real assets
Fixed income/debt

Shareholder advocacy
ESG screening/ranking
Impact investing

Shareholder advocacy
ESG screening/ranking
Impact investing

Shareholder advocacy
ESG screening/ranking
Impact investing

Market-rate
Concessionary
Philanthropy

Market-rate
Concessionary
Philanthropy

Market-rate
Concessionary
Philanthropy

Asset classes

Approach

Returns
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Case studies
Category

Practices

Representative
examples

•
•
•
•
•

Examples in
practice

Investable
products

Projects

Solutions

•
•
•
•

Renewable development
Wind turbine systems
Solar panels on rooftops
LEED certification in
buildings
• Battery storage

• Data platform for public electric
vehicle charging stations
• Scale reuse systems & innovative
materials to prevent waste
• Software for managing
distributed energy resources

• Johnson & Johnson has a fleet of hybrid
vehicles
• Google powers its data centers with
renewable energy sources and offsets nonrenewable
• Disney is working towards net zero
greenhouse gas emissions and landfill waste
• Walmart started Project Gigaton, an initiative
to engage suppliers in climate action

• Municipal solar
development to
incorporate into residents’
energy sources
• EV charging stations in the
parking garage of a new
building
• Installation of solar panels
on local library

• AI robot that sorts materials at
recycling centers
• Biodegradable film covering for
fruits and vegetables to extend
shelf life and reduce rotting
• Data tool for collecting and
disclosing carbon output and
water usage in real estate

• Public equity fund investing in companies that
are leaders in internal environmental practices
with commitments to lower GHG output
• Public strategy investing in US companies with
sustainable business strategies
• Strategy that only includes companies with a
commitment to include renewable energy in
power source for buildings and data centers

• 6yr loan at 4% that funds
the installation 150+
rooftop solar projects
• Fund the development
stage of a mix of
renewable energy projects
• Use tax equity credits for
local solar installations

• VC fund investing in 20+ earlystage companies focused on
waste reduction and recycling
• Investment fund financing 10-12
starts-ups creating technologies
to increase environmental and
sustainable practices into the
construction/building industry
• Public fund investing in products
to solve climate crisis
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Zero waste policy
Purchasing carbon offsets for company travel
Ban toxic substances in production process
Disclosure and plan to reduce GHG emissions
Reduction of plastic in products and supply
chains
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What does environmental investing mean?
Circular Economy

Farms & Food

Conservation

Oceans

Renewable Energy

Water

Built Environment

Wildlife & Biodiversity

Adaptation
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“Fossil fuel free”
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How should investors think about FFF investing?
• Fossil Fuel Free grew from a novel concept to a powerful
divestment movement over the past decade
• But things are not as black and white as they once were
– “Fossil fuel free” investments are not necessarily that…holdings
from a large “fossil fuel free” fund as of 3/31/21 include:

– The energy transition is underway, and investors may be able to
accelerate its progress by supporting some “bad” companies’
efforts to convert to renewables.
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What is next?
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What is next?
• The “FFF” movement is a microcosm for one
megatrend in environmental investing as a whole –
traditional companies playing a larger role
– Acquiring promising new startups
– Copying successful renewable business models

• Greenwashing gets worse
• Data and measurement will be standardized
– SASB gets more traction?
– EU accountability standards adopted globally?
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The measurement conundrum
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Applying an environmental lens to your investments
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What investments do you own today?
• Grab a recent brokerage statement and google the
companies/funds
• Utilize the free
invest your values tool
to look at mutual funds and exchange traded funds
• If you are working with an advisor, ask them specific
questions about what you hold today…do your
funds have ESG policies? Do they hold fossil fuel
investments?
• Do you have investments in a 401k and/or 403b?
• What investments do you hold that are NOT
consistent with your environmental values?
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Take steps to align your investments
• Ask your advisor what options they offer for sustainable investments. If not,
tell them they need to!
• Does your 401k/403b plan offer any ESG or Sustainable investments? If not,
ask someone in HR why not!
• Consider allocating an explicit portion of your total portfolio to environmental
lens investments, or adopting an environmental investment policy
• Do you get “proxy” cards in the mail? Vote them! Ask your advisor how they
vote the proxies.
• Measure environmental indicators
• Research some funds/managers that align best with your thematic interest.
Places to find ideas include the US | SIF database as well as Impact Assets
IA50
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Appendix
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Confidential

Speaker bios
Will Tickle, CFA
Partner & Director of Impact Investing, Ballentine Partners
For 15 years he has been responsible for market research, due diligence, and oversight of the firm’s
impact investment program in all asset classes across public and private markets. Will is passionate
about making investments about more than just a return. Will and his wife live in Cambridge, MA,
but can often be found in New Hampshire where they both grew up.
JOINED THE FIRM: 2003
EDUCATION: Brandeis University
PERSONAL INTERESTS: photography, skiing, hiking, biking, and being outdoors

Julie Pulda
Impact Analyst, Ballentine Partners

Jules is an Impact Analyst where she works closely with our Director of Impact Investing where she
has an instrumental role in helping identify impact opportunities by conducting market research and
providing recommendations to the investment team.
JOINED THE FIRM: 2018
EDUCATION: The Fletcher School at Tufts University, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
PERSONAL INTERESTS: travel and spending time outdoors

Confidential

Sample proxy voting card
Don’t throw me away!
Vote me!

Disclaimer
• The Content is for informational purposes only, you should not
construe any such information as legal, tax, investment, financial, or
other advice.
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